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Snooper 4Zero Elite 

The Elite Speed Trap Detector 

Offering the very best in speed trap detection, new Snooper 4Zero 

Elite brings together fixed camera locations and mobile laser/radar 

gun detection into one brilliant device. Helping to keep drivers 

within the speed limit and free of speeding tickets. 

KEY FEATURES 

@SNOOPER 

Directional Speed - Snooper 4Zero Elite NEW feature only alerts the driver to hazards on your side of the road and in your 

direction of travel. 

Smart Mute - Smart Mute enables you to receive only visual alerts if you are travelling below the posted speed limit as you 

approach a fixed camera location. 

Auto Range - Automatically adjusts the distance from which the device starts to alert to a speed camera location 

dependant on the speed the vehicle is travelling. 

Europe-wide Coverage - Snooper 4Zero Elite database includes the locations of fixed GPS camera across Europe. Please 

check local laws for legality. 

Laser and Radar Detection - Receive advanced warnings of mobile speed camera locations plus alerts to active Gatso 

cameras with the built-in laser and radar detector. 

Fixed GPS Speed Trap Detection - Accurately alerting drivers to the presence of all 'fixed' speed traps such as Gatso, 

Truvelo and Watchman cameras, as well as motorway SPECs, average speed cameras. 

PRODUCT ICONS PRODUCT SHOTS 

Fixed Camera Alerts GPS 

Laser & Radar Detection Accident High Risk Zones 
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Directional Alerts 
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PRODUCT FEATURES 

360 Degree Laser Detection - Providing 360° detection of laser signals. 

Voice and beep alerts. - Keeping drivers fully informed, Snooper 4Zero Elite will audibly and visually alert drivers of 

upcoming camera zones through voice, beep and visual notifications. 

AURA 1M GPS Speed Trap Database - The AURA™ GPS speed camera database is constantly updated, and can be accessed 

24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Updated and verified by a team of professionals. 

'Live Alerts' - Using the sophisticated Snooper laser detection technology, Snooper 4Zero Elite can alert you to live Gatso 

cameras, reducing the chance of a false alert. 

Hardwire Option - For drivers wanting a clear, no wire dashboard, Snooper 4Zero Elite can be hardwired to the vehicle's 

electrics. 

Dual Fitting - With a choice of windscreen bracket or dash pad, drivers can mount Snooper 4Zero Elite for optimum 

viewing. 

Compact Design - No bigger than a large smartphone, Snooper 4Zero is designed to be fairly discreet on a drivers 

dashboard 

Detected Bands Displayed - Detected laser and radar bands viewed easily in LED text display. 

Drivers Current Speed Displayed - Keeping your within the speed limit, Snooper 4Zero will display the drivers actual 

current speed at all times. 

PRODUCT COPY 

Introduction 
Offering the very best in speed trap detection, new Snooper 4Zero Elite brings together fixed 

(39 Words) 
camera locations and mobile laser/radar gun detection into one brilliant device. Helping to 

keep drivers within the speed limit and free of speeding tickets. 

Offering the very best in speed trap detection, new Snooper 4Zero Elite brings together fixed 

Extended Introduction 
camera locations and mobile laser/radar gun detection into one brilliant device. Helping to 

(77 Words) 
keep drivers within the speed limit and free of speeding tickets. Directional speed camera 

alerts are a new feature introduced with the 4Zero Elite. Meaning, when this option is selected, 

you'll only be alerted to those hazards on your side of the road and in your direction of travel. 

Offering the very best in speed trap detection, new Snooper 4Zero Elite brings together fixed 

camera locations and mobile laser/radar gun detection into one brilliant device. Helping to 

keep drivers within the speed limit and free of speeding tickets. Directional speed camera 

Full Copy 
alerts are a new feature introduced with the 4Zero Elite. Meaning, when this option is selected, 

you'll only be alerted to those hazards on your side of the road and in your direction of travel. 
(135 Words) 

Snooper 4Zero Elite also features Smart mute. Smart mute enables you to receive only a visual 

alert if you are travelling below the posted speed limit as you approach a 'fixed' location such 

as a Gatso camera. If you are travelling above the posted speed limit you will receive both an 

audible and a visual alert as normal. 
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